
Sample Booth Budget – Member Rate, Discount Pricing 

While the cost of exhibiting will be different for each company, the sample booth budget below shows what a 
company might expect to pay to reserve space and build a display on the WEFTEC exhibit floor—costs are estimated 
to be tax inclusive.  

Estimates are for a 10’x10’ (or the equivalent of 3m x 3m) booths at the WEF Exhibitor Member rate. Furnishings, 
utilities and other rates are based on Advance Order Deadlines.  

These figures are estimates only and should in no way be considered absolute pricing nor are these 
comprehensive lists—rates for shipping, water drain/fill, sponsorship/advertising, hotel accommodations, daily 
expenses and travel must also be considered.  

 $ 5,420.48 

WEF Exhibitor Member Booth Space Rate (pipe & drape in back and sides of booth) $ 3,850.00 

Standard Carpeting (required -  ’ x 10’; 9  daily vacuuming not included)   $    199.55 

(1)6 ’ Table , draped - C130630 $    166.70 

(2) Limerick Side Chairs - 210108 ($77.73 each)  $    155.45 

(1) - 220107Wastebasket  $      32.08 

ID Sign(1)          Free 

Lead Retrieval  –  SWAP® Enabled Tablet    $    550.15 

Electricity (120 Volt/ 5 amps/600 Watts)   $    127.89 

Electrical Labor (Straight Time, One Hour)    $      88.20 

Material Handling* (Straight Time, Crated or Skidded to Warehouse, 200 lbs)  $    152.15 

* There is a 200lb minimum for material handling

Display Labor* (Straight Time, One Hour)  $      98.67 

* Overtime and double time charges are higher. For Freeman supervised labor, add 30%
of the total installation labor bill with a minimum of $50.00.

Freeman, the General Service Contractor for WEFTEC, currently has a labor agreement  
with The Louisiana Carpenters Regional Council to provide labor for display installation  
and dismantling. Full time employees of the exhibiting companies, however, may set their 
own exhibits without assistance from the local.  

    Estimated Total Cost  


